We describe a new class of subsampling techniques for CNNs, termed multisampling, that significantly increases the amount of information kept by feature maps through subsampling layers. One version of our method, which we call checkered subsampling, significantly improves the accuracy of state-of-the-art architectures such as DenseNet and ResNet without any additional parameters and, remarkably, improves the accuracy of certain pretrained ImageNet models without any training or fine-tuning. We glean new insight into the nature of data augmentations and demonstrate, for the first time, that coarse feature maps are significantly bottlenecking the performance of neural networks in image classification.
Introduction
Many applications of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), such as image classification and semantic segmentation, require the network to be able to capture the presence of large objects or features over the input. Most architectures add subsampling layers, such as max-poooling layers or convolutional layers where stride > 1, periodically throughout the network to reduce the spatial dimension lengths of feature maps and increase the receptive field of proceeding neurons. By reducing resolution, subsampling layers also reduce the computational complexity of deep layers.
Unfortunately, subsampling layers lose a significant amount of spatial information that could be highly informative to proceeding layers. Tasks that rely on fine-grained spatial information to generate accurate outputs, such as semantic segmentation, often attempt to address this issue with dilated convolutions [25] , which increase the receptive field of convolutions without subsampling. However, subsampling is critical to reducing the computational complexity of deep layers, so these models still require the use of regular subsampling layers to make deep layers tractable [2] [3] [4] 8] . Additionally, the choice of when and where to increase dilation over applying subsampling is fairly arbitrary and adds extra engineering overhead to CNN design.
Furthermore, outside of fine-grained tasks such as semantic segmentation, there has been little progress in improving the resolution of feature maps. Nearly all image classification models use very coarse final feature maps (common sizes include 7×7 and 8×8) [10, 11, 13, 14] which bottlenecks their accuracy. To address this problem, we rethink the representation of feature maps and make the following contributions:
1. We introduce multisampling, a technique to increase the number of samples taken from feature maps at subsampling layers, and thereby preserves more information for processing in late stages of the network. Traditional subsampling layers and increasingly dilated layers can be viewed as opposite, extreme types of multisampling.
Related work
Dilated convolutions [25] , also referred to as à-trous convolutions [2] , are commonly used to increase the receptive field of kernels without subsampling. Dilated convolutions are similar to multisampling in that they are both techniques for preserving the spatial resolution of feature maps while increasing the receptive field of neurons. However, a key drawback of dilated convolutions is exactly that they do not perform any subsampling, which is important for reducing the complexity of deep layers. Thus, models that use dilation still rely on regular subsampling layers. Dai et al. [6] extend dilation with deformable convolutions. 3D kernels that look across the submap dimension can replicate some of the effects of deformable convolutions due to the semi-structured nature of the submap dimension.
The similarly named multipooling [1] is used to improve the run-time performance of patch-based CNN methods by avoiding the redundant processing of overlapping patches. Multipooling shares algorithmic similarities to an extreme case of multisampling, complete multisampling. However, multipooling is an optimization technique, whereas multisampling is a general technique for improving the capacity of CNNs. Multipooling suffers the same drawbacks as dilated convolutions in that neither technique performs any subsampling, blowing up the complexity of deep layers.
Zeiler and Fergus [26] use stochastic pooling as a regularization method for CNNs. Max-pooling and average-pooling is replaced with a stochastic pooling method that randomly samples an element from the pooling region according to a distribution given by the activities within the pooling region. Graham [9] uses fractional max-pooling to randomly specify non-integer ratios between the spatial dimension sizes of the input and the output to pooling layers. Zhai et al. [27] use S3Pool which employs a deterministic pooling method followed by a stochastic downsampling method and is observed to have regularizing affects.
Methods such as stochastic pooling, fractional max-pooling, and S3Pool focus on regularizing CNNs by implicitly increasing the size of the dataset through stochastic pooling methods. Multisampling also has strong regularizing effects during training, but differs fundamentally in that it addresses a different problem (the reduced spatial resolution of downsampled feature maps), and addresses it with a deterministic, algorithmic modification to explicitly increase the spatial resolution of feature maps. While fractional max-pooling may seem to share similarities at a glance, it does not decouple the height and width of feature maps from its spatial resolution and suffers the same fundamental drawbacks of traditional subsampling: The amount of spatial resolution lost in a subsampling layer scales quadratically with stride length. The operation of a traditional CNN layer with stride k = 2. Blue highlighted elements represent locations kernels are applied, assume padding is used as necessary. Middle: The operation of a checkered subsampling layer. The new set of samples is stored as a separate submap. Right: One possible multisampling layer with n = 3 for layers with stride k = 3. Dimensions are read # submaps × height × width.
Problem Description
Periodically throughout a CNN, feature maps pass through subsampling layers such as pooling layers and strided convolutional layers. Subsampling layers scale down the spatial dimension lengths of the feature map so that the global receptive field of neurons in proceeding layers is increased. The magnitude of the downscale is determined by the stride length of the subsampling layer. While the spatial lengths scale down linearly with stride length, resolution scales down quadratically in a 2D CNN. In general, the new spatial resolution r t of a feature map after passing through a CNN layer is:
where r t−1 is the resolution before the layer is applied, k is the stride length, and d is the dimensionality of the CNN. For example, a subsampling layer with a stride length of 2 in a 2D CNN reduces spatial resolution by 4×, bottlenecking the capacity of proceeding feature maps.
Our goal is to design a subsampling scheme where the spatial resolution of the output feature map scales better with stride length and dimensionality while preserving the benefits of traditional subsampling layers such as increasing receptive field and reducing computational costs. This would have a number of benefits, including a more informative forward pass producing higher-resolution feature maps, better gradient updates for deep layers during training, and streamlining CNN design by reducing the need for dilated convolutions.
Solution: Multisampling
One can imagine the operation of a traditional subsampling layer with a stride length of k in a 2D CNN as follows: First, the feature map is split into a grid of k × k sampling windows. Then, in each k × k sampling window, a pooling or convolutional operation is lined up with the top left element of the window (the blue highlighted elements in Fig. 1 ) and the result of the operation becomes part of a new feature map. Our key insight is that one does not need to limit themselves to sampling only the top left corner of each sampling window. In a 2D CNN, we can choose up to k 2 samples, multiplying the resolution of the output feature map by the number of samples taken n. With this extension, which generalizes to higher dimensions, the new spatial resolution r t of a feature map after passing through a CNN layer is:
Our choice of where to sample from each sampling window is represented by a binary elementselector matrix termed the sampler. For example, in checkered subsampling we use a 2 × 2 sampler that chooses the top left and bottom right element of each sampling window (n = 2). As traditional representations of feature maps do not have the capacity to store more than one sample from a sampling window, we extend feature maps with what we term a submap dimension and each sample is stored separately in its own feature submap across the submap dimension.
At each subsampling layer, multisampling is applied separately to each submap so that each submap is subsampled into n (number of samples taken by the sampler) new smaller submaps. Thus, the number of submaps is multiplied by n times each time a multisampling layer that takes n samples is applied. All CNN layers such as convolutional, batch normalization [15] , and dropout [12] , layers are
Figure 2: Left: A 16 × 16 feature map is downsampled with stride = 2 once, twice, and three times with a traditional layer. Right: A 16 × 16 feature map is downsampled once, twice, and three times with a checkered layer, and feature maps are color coded so that elements belonging to the same submap share the same color. Each image is captioned with the dimension lengths of the resulting data structure. Notice every row and column with respect to the original feature map is represented after each application of checkered subsampling. See supplementary materials for more illustrations.
applied separately on each submap. After the final convolution, a CNN using multisampling layers will have generated many different submaps and several choices of post-processing are possible. In image classification, one can use a global 3D pooling layer (treating the submap dimension as a third spatial dimension) to generate a feature vector. If a 2D feature map is required, one may take the average across the submap dimension to generate a single submap which can be treated as a traditional feature map. Note that it is not necessary to process each submap independently of each other. One may use 3D convolutions to learn the best way to combine features across the submap dimension. 3D convolutions used in this way can learn deformed structures due to the semi-structured nature of the submap dimension. However, in most of our experiments, we process each submap independently.
We should be careful about our choice of samplers so that after many subsampling layers we obtain an efficient, well-distributed sampling of the input. One desirable property is for every row and column of the original image to be represented by at least 1 sample and by the same number of samples. This is achieved if our sampler takes exactly one sample from each row and column of the sampling windows. The minimum number of samples n from each sampling window required to accomplish this is exactly the stride length k and can be naively accomplished by sampling along a diagonal from opposite corners of a sampling window. In general, this can be accomplished by any n-rooks sampling [23] of the sampling window, which all take n = k samples. This value of n happens to have the very nice property of reducing the degree of the polynomial term in Eq. (2).
In fact, in 2D CNNs, the exponent in the denominator is eliminated, resulting in spatial resolution scaling linearly, rather than quadratically, with stride length k.
Thus, a n-rooks sampling of each sampling window is ideal as it provides the minimum number of samples needed to represent every row and column of each sampling window, and reduces the degree of the polynomial term in Eq. (2) so that resolution scales better with stride length (less information is lost). Finally, in order to ensure the samples are well-distributed, the same sampler should not be applied on each submap, even if the sampler satisfies the n-rooks property. This is because the final sampling will be biased by the choice of sampler and, after many subsampling steps, samples may aggregate in clumps or line up in diagonals (see supplementary materials). One of two choices is possible: Randomly choose samplers that satisfy the n-rooks property each time a submap is subsampled in order to generate a random sampling of the input, or use a predetermined sequence of samplers to generate a low-discrepancy sampling of the input (we provide one such sequence using checkered subsampling samplers in the supplementary materials).
Checkered subsampling
By far, the most popular CNN architecture is a 2D CNN that uses subsampling layers with a stride length of 2. Therefore, we design checkered subsampling to replace the traditional subsampling layers of these models without affecting receptive fields. We call these converted models checkered CNNs (CCNNs). At each subsampling layer we sample the top left and bottom right element of each 2 × 2 sampling window (the blue and green elements in Fig. 1 respectively) , satisfying the n-rooks property we desire in samplers. Each of the two samples is stored in a separate submap, so each application of checkered subsampling on a submap reduces it to 2 smaller submaps. Since we sample 2 of the 4 elements in a window, we keep 50% of the input as opposed to 25% with a traditional layer.
One may also use the complement sampler where the top right and bottom left elements are sampled instead. By carefully applying one sampler to some submaps and the complement sampler to others, a regularly-spaced lattice sampling with respect to the original input can be obtained (see rightmost image of Fig. 2 and supplementary materials). Alternatively, by randomly switching between the checkered sampler and its complement, a random sampling over the feature map can be obtained. Random switching during training may have regularizing properties by implicitly increasing the size of the dataset. However, in our experiments we do not use a random scheme. Our goal is to show improvements during training come from the increased spatial capacity of feature maps, not from stochasticity introduced to training by a random subsampling scheme as in previous works [9, 26, 27] . We use the simplest possible scheme in all of our image classification experiments, which is to apply the same sampler on every submap. Although using the same sampler on every submap biases the final samples to line up in diagonals, we find this bias does not have a significant effect on accuracy in current architectures, which use small stride lengths and few subsampling layers.
CNNs versus CCNNs By Eq. (1), traditional subsampling layers with stride length k = 2, in 2D CNNs (d = 2), reduce the resolution of their input by 4×. Thus, an input image with resolution r input , after being processed by s subsampling layers, produces a feature map with resolution r trad :
By Eq. (2), in a 2D CCNN (which has n = 2 and k = 2) each subsampling layer reduces the resolution of their input by 2×. This means our advantage over traditional subsampling, in terms of the spatial capacity of resulting feature maps, grows exponentially with each subsampling layer:
Not only does this mean CCNNs produce drastically more informative feature maps than CNNs, but also exponentially increases the number of gradient updates deep layers receive during training, as the number of gradient updates a layer receives is determined by the resolution of the input it gets. In our experiments we observe slightly faster convergence on CIFAR due to this.
The features generated by a CNN can be viewed as a subset those generated by a CCNN, thus CCNNs are theoretically guaranteed to offer superior representational capacity over CNNs with subsampling layers. To see this, imagine that an image has been processed by a CCNN, producing a feature map made up of s submaps. If we throw away all but 1 submap and classify only on that 1 submap, we have reduced the capacity of our CCNN exactly to the capacity of a traditional CNN, and reintroducing any 1 additional submap pushes our capacity over that of a CNN. To see this visually, see the 2 × 2 traditional feature map and 8 × 2 × 2 checkered feature map in Fig. 2 . If we throw away every submap in the checkered feature map except for the black submap, we will be left with exactly the same samples produced by the traditional layers of a CNN.
Relationship to traditional layers and dilation
A k × k sampler that selects a single sample (n = 1), the top left element, is exactly equivalent to a traditional 2D CNN layer with a stride length of k. Thus, traditional CNN layers can be viewed as using an extreme version of multisampling where only the minimum number of samples needed to increase receptive field is taken. On the other hand, a k × k sampler that selects every element to sample (n = k 2 in a 2D CNN, or n = k d in general), which we call complete multisampling, is functionally equivalent to not performing any subsampling and instead increasing the dilation of 
all proceeding layers by n times. This is because complete multisampling with a k × k sampler reduces the spatial lengths of all submaps by k times, and thus the receptive field of all proceeding neurons is increased by k times without performing any subsampling. The same effect is achieved by multiplying the dilation of the current layer and all proceeding layers by n times. This is a common design choice in certain applications such as semantic segmentation [4, 8] . Thus, multisampling is a generalization of these techniques that enables finer control over how much information is lost at subsampling layers in-between these two extremes.
Experiments and Discussion
We show that checkered subsampling drastically improves CNNs even in image classification, demonstrating for the first time that coarse feature maps are bottlenecking the accuracy of these models. All experiments are performed on a single GTX 1080 Ti GPU. We reduce the memory requirements of large models during training with gradient checkpointing [5] .
Training current architectures as CCNNs
We sample four popular architectures of different designs (VGG, ResNet, DenseNet, and WideResNet) to train on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. We write a conversion utility that takes 2D neural network layers as input (including convolutional, pooling, batch normalization, and dropout layers) and converts them into CCNN layers that can handle and process submaps. Note that no parameters are added in this process. Layers with a stride length of 2 are modified to use checkered subsampling. After the final convolution, all submaps are averaged into a single submap / feature map which is fed into an unmodified classifier. We train our models before and after applying our conversion utility. Our CIFAR models use 2 (DenseNet, Wide-ResNet), 3 (ResNet) or 5 (VGG) subsampling layers, so our CCNNs increase the amount of information in the final feature maps by 2 2 , 2 3 , or 2 5 times.
CIFAR10 consists of 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images from 10 classes. CIFAR100 consists of 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images from 100 classes. Classes include common objects such as cat, dog, automobile, and airplane. DenseNet for CIFAR is obtained from the implementation of Pleiss et al. [20] . VGG and ResNet for CIFAR are obtained from [16] . WideResNet is obtained from [18] . For ResNet and VGG we increase the batch size to 128 and decrease number of epochs to 164 as in their original descriptions [11, 24] and use the training script of Pleiss et al. Otherwise all hyperparameters are left at default values -no hyperparameter tuning is performed. We train on all training images and report accuracy on test images. For data augmentations we use the standard scheme: We randomly apply horizontal flips and randomly shift horizontally or vertically by up to 4-pixels.
We find checkered subsampling gives a significant performance boost to every model we train (Table 1) . Interestingly, we observe that a ResNet-18 CCNN outperforms the deeper ResNet-50 CNN and CCNN on CIFAR10, although the ResNet-50 CCNN receives a significant performance boost over the ResNet-18 CCNN on CIFAR100. We also experiment with applying 3D convolutions across the submap dimension. In Wide-ResNet, we replace all 3 × 3 convolutions after the second subsampling layer with 2 × 3 × 3 convolutions. We observe that a 28 layer Wide-ResNet CCNN extended with 3D convolutions is competitive with a 164 layer PyramidNet [10] on CIFAR10.
We also notice all models show steeper test curves as CCNNs than as CNNs (Fig. 4) , with the effect more pronounced on the CIFAR100 dataset. One reason for this may be that CCNNs provide much more gradient updates to deep layers than CNNs. Each subsampling layer in a CNN reduces the number of samples (and thus the number of gradients) proceeding layers will receive by 4×, whereas checkered subsampling layers reduce the number of gradients by only 2×. Multisampling versus data augmentations We observe that the benefits of checkered subsampling is amplified when data augmentations are disabled. DenseNet, which was observed in [14] to train exceptionally well without data augmentations, receives a further 1.36% and 1.19% absolute performance boost on CIFAR10.
These results glean new insight into the nature of data augmentations. We argue data augmentations allow deep CNN layers to see information that they would not have otherwise seen by giving feature detectors a chance to line up with all image features over many epochs of training. The left 3 images in Fig. 2 illustrates how after a few traditional subsampling layers, deep convolutions are very limited in where they are allowed to be applied with respect to the original image. Convolutions work best when they are centered on the features they are trying to detect, so it is necessary to feed the same image many times under many different augmentations before deep feature detectors receive a good sampling of the input. Multisampling reduces the need for repeated exposures under different augmentations by explicitly extracting that unseen information within a single forward pass. This is why stochastic subsampling methods [9, 26, 27] are also observed to have strong regularizing effects in the absence of data augmentations: They are able to sample parts of the feature map that would not have otherwise been considered for training over many epochs.
Multisampling pretrained models without any training
We convert publicly available models pretrained on ImageNet into CCNNs by applying our CCNN conversion utility on each model. We transfer over the parameters of the original CNN into its CCNN counterpart without any modifications. This can be done because checkered subsampling is an algorithmic change in how striding is performed and how feature maps are stored and is compatible with the learned kernels of a traditional CNN. Our converted ImageNet models can be viewed as extracting an ensemble of 2 n feature submaps, where n is the number of subsampling layers (n = 5 in most ImageNet models, n = 4 in SqueezeNet). Unlike traditional ensembles, this ensemble is produced from a single image by a single model, requires only a single forward pass, and can be produced by any arbitrary CNN with subsampling layers. ImageNet models tend to follow a common pattern: A series of convolutional layers followed by a fully-connected classifier. After the final convolution, the multisampled feature submaps (i.e., the ensemble of feature maps) must be converted into a form that the final pretrained classifier can handle. We simply produce an average feature map by taking the mean across the submap dimension and feed the averaged feature map into the classifier.
We use the ILSVRC2012 validation dataset as in [14] , which consists of 50,000 images sampled from ImageNet with 1,000 different classes, to test the performance of pretrained models before and after the conversion. No training, fine-tuning, or modification of model parameters is performed. All pretrained models except for FB-ResNet are obtained from torchvision [21] . FB-ResNet is obtained from [7] .
We find converting pretrained ImageNet models to CCNNs, without any training or tuning, significantly improves the top-1 performance of certain models. Deeper models benefit significantly more than shallower models. This pattern is clear going down the results of the ResNet models, with ResNet-18 showing the worst impact (0.42% worse performance) and ResNet-152 / FB-ResNet-152 showing the best impact (0.30% and 0.23% performance boost respectively). We also observe that smaller models (in terms of parameter count) benefit more than larger models when the depth of the network is similar. For example, both versions of SqueezeNet receive a considerable performance boost, but the lighter SqueezeNet1.1 receives a significantly larger boost of 0.54% compared to the boost of 0.27% for SqueezeNet1.0. The pretrained DenseNet models provided by torchvision use different growth rates. DenseNet-161 uses a growth rate k = 40, while DenseNet-169 uses a smaller growth rate k = 24. The result is that DenseNet-169 uses significantly less parameters, and it receives a larger performance boost of 0.40% from checkered subsampling.
Pretrained AlexNet and VGG models are hurt by checkered subsampling in all of our experiments. We believe these models are too fine-tuned to the expected spatial distribution of features to benefit from this technique because they do not use a global pooling layer before their final classifier. In particular, the classification layers in AlexNet and VGG expect the feature maps to have been computed with padding at certain edges, and our technique disturbs the location of padding.
Checkered subsampling versus dilation
We describe an alternative strategy for producing denser feature maps from pretrained models by using dilated layers. One can decrease the stride length of all subsampling layers from k to 1, and instead increase the dilation of all proceeding layers by k times, taking care not to lose information at edges by increasing padding correspondingly. Similarly, one may perform complete multisampling at each subsampling layer, which has the same effect as the method using dilation. We find that due to the lack of any subsampling, these methods are extremely computationally expensive. Furthermore, despite producing denser feature maps, dilated layers and complete multisampling do not offer a significant accuracy boost over checkered subsampling in this task (extracting more information from pretrained models) due to diminishing returns. 
Conclusion
We show that there is a significant amount of spatial information that current subsampling layers fail to utilize and show that we can use a simple and efficient implementation of multisampling, checkered subsampling, to extract that information to improve the learning and accuracy of CNNs. We significantly improve the accuracy of every image classification model we train, demonstrating that the limited spatial capacity of coarse feature maps is bottlenecking current architectures. We improve the accuracy of certain classes of pretrained ImageNet models without any training or finetuning by simply applying multisampling. We observe that the benefit of checkered subsampling is amplified when no data augmentations are used, leading to our argument that the effectiveness of data augmentations is in major part due to the extra spatial information they extract from images over many epochs. We believe multisampling will find further use in applications where fine-grained information is important, such as semantic segmentation and in generative models, where multisampling-based techniques may generate finer outputs and serve as an efficient alternative to dilation. Our code is public at https://github.com/ShayanPersonal/checkered-cnn.
Supplementary Materials
Implementation We give a brief description of implementing checkered subsampling here and our code is also available on Github at https://github.com/ShayanPersonal/checkered-cnn. The operation of each strided layer needs to be modified to apply a checkered sampler or its complement when stride = 2. For the standard checkered sampler this can be achieved by applying the operation as normal to the input feature map x, shifting the input feature map x by one element in both spatial dimensions, and applying the operation again. This generates a total of two output feature maps (in this case, feature submaps) which are then concatenated together along the submap dimension to create the output feature map y. y = Concatenate(Conv(x), Conv(Shif tRight(Shif tDown(x))))
Similarly, the function for applying the complement sampler is:
CNN operations should be applied independently on all submaps. A naive way to achieve this is to apply 2D layers separately on each submap, but in practice this is inefficient as each layer needs to be re-executed for every submap. A more efficient implementation is to replace all 2D layers with their equivalent 3D counterparts and add a submap dimension on the input to the CNN in place of where 3D layers expect the depth dimension to be. That is, all m × m kernels should be replaced with 1 × m × m kernels and similarly all stride lengths should be modified from k × k to 1 × k × k. All submaps will then be processed in a single pass through a 3D layer, rather than many passes through a 2D layer. This formulation also enables the use of 3D convolutions if desired.
Complexity Consider a ResNet-style architecture where we start off with a base number of feature channels at the earliest layer (e.g., 32), the number of feature channels is increased by 2× after each subsampling layer, and each subsampling layer increases receptive field by 2×. Suppose we design our network using either traditional subsampling, checkered subsampling, or don't use subsampling and instead increase dilation by 2×. We can compute the effect each method has on the complexity of proceeding layers and show checkered subsampling falls in the middle-ground between traditional layers and dilated layers. In practice, on CIFAR we observed about 1.1× to 2× increased memory usage and about 2× to 6× increased training time converting current architectures. Table 3 shows that inference time on ImageNet models increases anywhere from around 3× to 13×. Note these results are obtained with our unoptimized implementation using high-level Pytorch operations.
We suspect that one reason so many channels are required in the late stages of current architectures is to "remember" information that is deleted by subsampling. This would explain why DenseNet performs well with so few parameters compared to other architectures -its skip connections preserve fine-grained details that would otherwise be lost, so it does not need so many channels at every step to remember those details. Architectures built on top of checkered subsampling layers may be able to reduce the number of channels in deep layers of their architecture and still obtain state-of-the-art results. In order to maintain a constant compute complexity with checkered subsampling, the number of channels should be multiplied by √ 2, or~1.41, after each subsampling layer. 128, 256, 512 ). For the bottleneck layer of ResNet-50, we reduce the expansion factor from four to two. We find that our tiny ResNet models, trained as a CCNN, are competitive with or better than their full-sized CNN counterparts on CIFAR100 with augmentations. Next, we create a toy neural network to train on MNIST [17] with 5 convolutional layers of 32, 32, 45, 45, 64 channels followed by a linear classifier. The 3rd layer performs subsampling with a stride length of 2. As a CCNN the layer performs checkered subsampling and outputs 2 submaps. Each layer is followed by batch normalization [15] . Dropout [12] with a rate of 0.2 is applied before the linear classifier. We train our network both as a CNN and as a CCNN for 100 epochs with SGD with Nesterov momentum factor of 0.9 and batch size of 16. We report the best single-run accuracy observed after training without data augmentations, with shift-only data augmentations of up to 2 pixels as in [22] , and with both shift augmentations and rotational augmentations of up to 15 degrees. As a CCNN we also test 2 × 3 × 3 at the 5th layer which learns to combine the two submaps into one.
We observe that checkered subsampling improves accuracy in all cases. For comparison, we include the results of Sabour et al. [22] which claims to be state-of-the-art on MNIST. Our CCNN outperforms the CNN baseline used in [22] , which has 553× more parameters, under the same augmentation scheme. Our extended CCNN is competitive with a capsule network unaided by a reconstruction network, which has 73× more parameters. With 15 degree rotational augmentations, our CCNN is competitive with a capsule net with its reconstruction network, which has 88× more parameters. We train our best CCNN 5 times and estimate the mean score and standard deviation. The errors we observed in 5 trials ordered by accuracy are 0.23, 0.23, 0.25, 0.27 and 0.27. To the best of our knowledge, this is the best reported result on MNIST for a single small CNN without ensembling. Low-discrepancy sampling and other patterns We discuss instances of checkered subsampling and its implementation. Multisampling is not limited to layers with stride = 2. We also depict an algorithm for layers with stride = 3 that preserves 33% of the input map resolution at each subsampling step (in contrast to 11% without multisampling).
First we discuss how to generate a low-discrepancy lattice sampling of the input using checkered subsampling. Consider In order to generate these samplings, a checkered sampler (which samples the top-left and bottomright sample in a sampling window) had to be applied on certain submaps and the complement checkered sampler (samples the top-right and bottom-left sample in a sampling window) had to be applied on others. Suppose a 0 represents a checkered sampler and a 1 represents the complement sampler. The above images were generated with the following sequence: Here's how to read this sequence. The first line says apply a checkered sampler onto the original input (not depicted) to obtain the black and red submaps in the top left image. The second line describes how to process the top left image to obtain the sampling in the middle image of the top row, and says apply a checkered sampler to the black submap to obtain the black and green submaps, and a checkered sampler to the red submap to obtain the red and blue submaps. So far we have applied the same sampler to every submap.
The third line of the sequence describes how to process the middle image in the top row to obtain the top right image. It says apply a checkered sampler to the black submap to obtain the black and cyan submaps, a complement checkered sampler to the red submap to obtain the red and purple submaps, a checkered sampler to the green submap to obtain the green and yellow submaps, and a complement checkered sampler to the blue submap to obtain the blue and grey submaps.
The fourth line of the sequence is then used to process the top right sampling into the bottom left sampling, and the fifth line is used to process the bottom left sampling into the bottom right sampling.
In general, the length of each line is the number of submaps represented before applying the samplers listed on the line. Each value indicates which type of sampler to use on that submap at the next subsampling step. The first value corresponds to the submap containing the topmost row of the image and each subsequent value corresponds to the submap containing the next row of the image going down. This works because by our construction of multisampling, every row (and column) is represented by exactly one submap.
We continue the previous low-discrepancy lattice sequence to 10 subsampling steps. See Fig. 11 for a higher-resolution depiction of our lattice sequence up to 8 subsampling steps. Those familiar with quasi-Monte Carlo methods may be reminded of tables of parameters for the construction of good lattice points found in the literature on integration lattice techniques (see section 6 of [19] , Quasi-Monte Carlo Sampling by Owen.)
00011000110001100011000110001100 Note that while the number of submaps scales exponentially with the number of subsampling steps, the height and width of feature maps both decrease exponentially, leading to an overall exponential decrease in resolution akin to traditional subsampling.
If one applies the same sampler repeatedly to all submaps, the final sampling will be biased so that samples form into clumps or diagonals. Fig. 8 shows what samplings look like if we only use checkered subsampling without its complement (i.e., generate rows of 0's only). Figure 8 : A 32x32 image undergoes checkered subsampling 1, 2, 3 (top row), and 4 (bottom row) times with the same checkered sampler applied to every submap at every step. When checkered subsampling is naively applied this way features begin to line up in diagonals. This method still offers superior resolution over traditional subsampling layers (which would be left with only 4 samples after 4 subsampling layers) and works very well in our experiments, but may not be ideal in applications that need to generate fine images from feature maps such as in semantic segmentation.
Alternatively, we can randomly generate sequences of 0's and 1's to randomly apply one of the two samplers on each submap. Fig. 9 , Fig. 10 , and Fig. 12 show how the process of subsampling looks when samplers are randomly applied. Due to the existence of regularly spaced lattice sequences, it is possible to engineer your own sequences to be close to regularly-spaced. Some sequences generate interesting patterns over the original image. We depict some patterns observed after 4-5 random steps of checkered subsampling. Figure 13 : Multisampling generalizes to larger stride lengths. This pattern was generated by randomly applying one of three 3 × 3 samplers with n = 3. Fig. 13 . Each sampler satisfies the n-rooks property as no two samples taken share the same row or column. Note that when these samplers are randomly applied, all parts of the sampling window have an equal chance of being chosen because each sampler uniquely selects their elements and in total all 9 elements are represented. However, the final sampling is biased to run in diagonals running from the bottom left to top right of the image due to the layout of the samplers. More samplers are required if one wishes to remove this bias (e.g., include the mirror images of these 3 samplers for a total of 6 samplers.
The sequence that generates 
